
Crazy keepie uppie

Train INSANE with
Rugby Toolbox

with England and Wasps

James Haskell

Range
the

Crazy Catch
Don’t let the ball drop! Great fun, Rugby warm up 
drill 

Set up a square 4 x 4 metres approx with a Crazy 
Catch Professional along the top side. This game is 
great with 3 or 4 players and the rules are simple ... 
you need to catch the throw of the player in front 
of you!

Throw the ball at different speeds and angles to 
move your opponents around the square like a 
game of squash. You lose the point if your throw 
lands out the area or you fail to catch the ball of 
the player in front of you in the sequence. A great 
practice for hand-eye skills and reactions. 

PLAY

SET UP DIAGRAM...

“Always finding ways to 
improve skills. I love the      
Crazy Catch“ its so versatile 
for fitness, skills or just for 
general fun“-James Haskell
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Quick hands and offloads

Train INSANE with
Rugby Toolbox

with England and Wasps

James Haskell

Range
the

Crazy Catch
Work on your hand-eye cooridnation in this great 
Rugby warm up drill alternating between small 
ball and rugby ball catches. Great for reaction 
work and quick hands

Feeder 1 throws either a rugby ball onto the cen-
tre net or a vision ball onto the side Crazy Catch 
angled into the middle player who must react 
and catch and return to that feeder. Meanwhile 
the opposite feeder throws either a rugby ball or 
vision ball onto the net. 

Speed up the feeds to really challege the player; 
you can simplify by using 2 Rugby balls or make 
even more challenging by using 2 Vision Balls.

PLAY

SET UP DIAGRAM...

“Always finding ways to 
improve skills. I love the      
Crazy Catch“ its so versatile 
for fitness, skills or just for 
general fun“-James Haskell
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Tackle and lay off

Train INSANE with
Rugby Toolbox

Range
the

Crazy Catch
Rugby drill working on strength through the tack-
le, off loads and reactions using a Crazy Catch to 
add extra challenge on the pick up. 

Player 1 drives through two tackle bags before 
passing onto the Crazy Catch for a second player 
to collect on an angled / cut run. 

Great drill to work on strength and timing of the 
off load and communication with Player 2 who is 
coming into the attack; changing the angle of the 
play. 

Alternate the side so you are passing off both 
your left and right onto the Crazy Catch. 

PLAY

SET UP DIAGRAM...

“Always finding ways to 
improve skills. I love the      
Crazy Catch“ its so versatile 
for fitness, skills or just for 
general fun“-James Haskell
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Engage the back line

Train INSANE with
Rugby Toolbox

Range
the

Crazy Catch
A two phase drill where we replicate taking the ball 
out of contact and engaging the ball line in an at-
tacking move. 

The Crazy Catches will add challenge on the pick up 
so great to work on offloading the ball quickly and 
accurately to set up play.

Player one throws a Rugby ball onto the middle Cra-
zy Catch then onto one of the side facing nets. Upon 
collecting the second rebound, player 1 needs to 
look and feed the backline who are coming through 
onto the ball. They need to time their run and pass 
and catch along the line to quickly gain ground for 
the attack. Simulates scrum breakdowns.

PLAY

SET UP DIAGRAM...

“Always finding ways to 
improve skills. I love the      
Crazy Catch“ its so versatile 
for fitness, skills or just for 
general fun“-James Haskell
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